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Varijacijske metode
Conventional Product Development

Customer Specs -> Design & Tool Dev. -> Prototype Testing -> Pilot Stage -> Mass Production

Expensive Fixes:
- visible defects
- press capacity exceeded
- underfilling (drop forging)
- high localized die loads

More Expensive Fixes:
- "invisible" defects
- unacceptable tolerances

Most Expensive Fixes:
- short die life
- unstable process conditions

Reduce "s, improve time to market!
Simulation-Aided Product Development

Customer Specs → Design & Tool Dev. → Prototype Testing → Pilot Stage → Mass Production

Shorter Development Time:
- less trial and error
- less blocking of production line
- optimized for available press
- less visible defects

Less Fine Tuning:
- improved quality
- less invisible defects

shorter time to market

Be First to Market with Better and Cheaper Products!

MSC Software
Simulating Reality
Additional Benefits of Simulation

- Customer Specs
  - Design & Tool Dev.
  - Prototype Testing
  - Pilot Stage
  - Mass Production

Optimization during product life time:
- extend die life
- minimize material scrap
- optimize process conditions
- optimize press capacity utilization

Other benefits:
- reduce number of mfg stages
- more insight into mfg process
- less machining operations
- expand state of the art
- more successful bids

Reduce Costs during Mass Production!
Figure 4. Methodology to predict & prevent the formation of cracks in metal forming operations

Figure 5. Simulation of (a) first, (b) second, and (c) third pass forward extrusion. The actual product (d) is also shown.

Figure 6. Specimens for non-uniform compression test: (a) SAE 1137 hot rolled, (b) SAE 1524 spheroidized annealed
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